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person s would effect a transfer from American drama to 
English drama. At one period in the dramatic his toTry 
of this country the suggested transition \vould not have 
be en so impossible as it seems at the present time 1 the 
interval in Which American author s were imitating closely 
the form and methods current in England and on the 
Continent. 
Tbe definition which we shall use is that of' James 
E. Paulding in the Am~E.J.ca.£_ QlJ!l.rterlr ~evi~.!_: 
"By a national drama, we mean, not merely a class 
of dramatic productions, written by Americans, but one 
appealing direct l y to the national feeling -- founded 
upon domestic incidents -- illustrating or satirizing 
domestic manners, and, above all, displaying a generous 
chivalry in the maintenance and vindication of those 
great and illustrative peculiarities of situation and 
of character by which we are distinguished fro m all other 
nations. 11 
What are these characteristics that mark our nation-
ality? Are they not frankne s s rather than subtlety, 
a b elief in the right to rise above environment, disregard 
for class distinctions, a buoyant optimism, and a fresh-
ness ru1d verve that provide the never ending charm of 
the unexpected? 
These national traits have developed as our country 
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has passed through successive periods of growth, and 
they are pre sent in the works of American dramatists 
from the time when the tendencies became manifest. 
In tre colonial period of American history the 
Americans were n ot far enough removed from the mother 
country, in point of view of time, to develop differences 
in fundamental characteristics. On the c 01 trary, their 
loyal t y was displayed in their direct imitation of 
England in manne r s and customs, in architecture and art, 
in literature and in drruna. The earliest period in 
American drama was, of necessity, a period of neglect. 
Tbe energy of the settlers was expended in an effort to 
live. Hard and unremitting 1 abor, from early till late 1 
afforded little leisure for opportunity to practise any 
of the arts. Moreover, the Puritan element which cmne 
to this country in the early seventeenth century cherished 
a decided prejudice a gainst the theatre. It had closed 
the public t heatres of ~ngland for _ year s and retarded the 
development of dramatic literature. 
Tbe earliest record s show that the first notable 
tenden cy in Amer ica.n Drama. was that the subject matter, 
vihen it drew upon Amer•ican lif e and marmers, represented 
successive periods in American history. Drarnatists, in 
their portrayals of contemporaneous interests, used f'or 
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their material, thrilling and patriotic ~pisodes of the 
Indian and Revolutionary Wars. These plays were a com-
bination of redskin melodran:a. and bombastic patriotism, 
permeated w.tth romantic traditions, local annals, and in-
dividual eccentricities. An unusual characteristic of 
many of these historical plays was the introduction of 
contemporaneous historical personages. Dunlap's drama, 
An54'~, was :r;r a:i uced on March 30, 1798, while Arnold and 
Washington were still alive. 
A new tendency exhibited in the sucoeedine period 
of American Drama was the effort to catch national traits 
peculiar to the American people. ~ Contras~, a definite 
drawing of Yankee ecoentrici ties, may be taken as the first 
effort of an American Dramatist to be subtly American. 
More over, tile genius of the actors gave an · impetus to 
this mo \ement, for their ability to create an accent as 
broad and humorous as their French and Irish resulted in 
a general interest in dialectic p·eculiari ties. The land 
resounded with Yankee dialect and the colloquialisms of 
New England, and with the musical, drawling circumlocutions 
of the negro. The first of Lowell's Big!3_low P~J?.~.~P­
appeared in 1846; Mark Twain's work s fixed indelibly life 
on the Mississippi River in the early fifties; Bret Harte, 
in 1854, went to California to catch the mountain dialect 
and the mountain manner. . The contemporary plays were 
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of which the exaggeration of possible incongruities is 
the chief element. Our fault finding is on the score 
of deficiency in verisimilitude, in natural art, that 
is to say ' in art based on the laws of man's heart 
and understanding. u 
Here for the first time an American critic stresses 
the weakness in American Drama previous to the period in-
augurated by William Dean Howells. From c?lonial times 
to the era of the Civil War, American Drama lacked a con-
scious effort to secure what we mean by realism, an ac-
curate representation in the drama of the actions and lives 
of the characters depicted therein. The reason for this 
deficiency is traceable to the sources which the early 
American author availed himself of. Since the majority 
of the plays produced in America in the first half of 
the nineteenth century were imported from the Continent, 
foreign drama formed the basis of imitation for the native 
drrunatists. That, in itself, however, would not have 
precluded the possibility of realistic construction, had 
it not been for the fact that these foreign plays were 
also wanting in the srune respect. Therefore, the 
American plays, imitations as they were of defective re-
presentations , were one step farther removed from accuracy 
than were their imported models. 
s · 
Professor P. I. Reed in his thesis entitled 
The Realistic Presentation of American Characters in 
Native American Plays Prior!£ Eighteen Seventz reached 
the following general cone lus ions: 
"Between 1815 and 1870 the r e were written a small 
number of A.:rerican plays that are worthy of serious ccn-
sideration• Although hardly one of these wa s able to 
survive its century and none may be ranked among even the 
lesser world-masterpieces, nevertheless there could per-
haps be named a half dozen that possess adaptability to 
acting, contain many of the qualities of good literature, 
and exhibit unmistakably the marks of professional crafts-
manship and creative genius. But of these stronger 
plays, unfortunately, scarcely one has any realistic 
significance -- a fact that proves how completely American 
realism wa-s divorced from digni.fied American drama. 
Indeed, prior to 1870, native drama that constructively 
dealt with wholly American materials had made nothing more 
than a small beginning." 
Tbe beginning of the realistic movement in drama 
followed the growth of the tendency in fiction, the desire 
to get closer to the facts and to give the value of veri-
similitude to the picture • Native playwrights began to 
turn by preference to themes of their own land instead o'f 
those o.f foreign countries. They offered contemporary 
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American scenes as a protest against the idea that because 
a thing is remote in time or place it must be more promising 
for imaginative handling. Play makers began to feel com-
pelled to give the effect of reality in environment and 
in the internal and external marks of character. The 
persons of the play must dress, spe~, and act as human 
beings would under the circumstances. More freedom is 
. -
conceded to dramatic forms like farce, melod,r>ama, and 
poetic tragedy; but even there, a certain logic of cause 
and effect is more and more demanded. 
~~- ~eginnil~_2! the Realistic Movement 
William Dean Howells 
The leader in the movement of realistic treatment of 
familiar life was William Dean Howells. His example, 
his critical jud@nents, and inspiration guided and encouraged 
. ~ - -
-
Harr~an, Hern~, Thoma~, and Fitch, all of whom have ex-
pressed their obligation to him • In his contributions 
to the Atlantic Monthly and to Harper's Magazine, he 
preached from I866 to I920 the doctrine of truth to life 
in all art, and when he _touched drama his jud~nent was 
sane and discri1ninating. 
The bulk of Howells' creative work in the drama took 
the form of the one act play. The fact that there was 
almost no market for plays of this type restricted their 
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vogue to the amateur. That they are professional plays 
is proved by the performance of The }llous~ ,!!'_~ by Mrs. 
Kendal in London, and of ~ Garroters, played under the 
title of A Dangerous Ruffian at the Avenue Theatre, London, 
in November 1895. William Archer speaks appreciatively 
of this performance, noting especially the opportunity 
which the character of Mrs. Roberts gave to a canpetent 
actress. He did, however, write longer plays, which were 
successful on the ~ofessional stage. Both types were 
farce comedies, which depended for effect upon the delicate 
contrast of domestic am social values • 
The qualities that nBke these comedies fresh and vital 
even today are at once apparent. The Parlor Car is a 
good illustration. First of all canes naturalness. 
Beginning with the choice of scene, a place in which people 
may easily meet, we meet probability everywhere, from the 
catching of the heroine's dress in the window to the jar 
that throws her into the hero's arms at the proper moment. 
The dialogue is never "literary". It is just that com-
promise between actual conversation and perfect English 
whi cb. is suit able for the stage. Next we notice the rigid 
economy of' the re ader's attention and retort f'ollows retort 
with extreme cleverness. Finally, the situation, even 
when it dominates, never overshadows the characters. 
Howells showed a 1m ow ledge of the feminine :natur e in 1 ts 
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ability to escape the consequences of its inconsistencies. 
In I883, at the height of his creative power,Howells intro-
duced in The Sleeping Car characters which were to delight 
two generations. :Mrs. Agnes Roberts is incomparable. 
From the moment she begins her tireless communion with the 
world, giving expression t o every thought as it rises to the 
surface of her mind, she is a perfect fountain of humor. 
Howells never allows her to become merely a caricature; 
she is a living woman whom we have all knovm and heard, 
thinking aloud in private and public. Her husband,the 
absent-minded Edward Roberts,and her brother, Willis Campbell, 
whose arrival from California provides her with conversa-
tion through the hours when she destroys the silence of 
the sleeping oar, are merely introduced in t his opening 
farce. 
In ~t3 Elevator , _I885, the same characters reappear• 
Willis C~pbell,a man of _praotioal nature, saves the 
guests of the Roberts,who are imprisoned in the elevator 
which has come to rest between the fourth and fifth floors. 
, · 
The gathering of the guests , the wonder at the lateness 
of the missing ones, is carried just to the point where one 
actually feels the nervous tension of t~s. Roberts. 
Then v1e are transf'erred to the elevator in which all the 
prisoners, from Aunt Mary to the elevator boy,reveal themselves 
by their reaction to supposed danger • The device of rruDcing 
to 
the second scene contemporaneous with the first brings 
the next action on at just the right moment, for the 
anxiety of the prisoners make s them react to the we~l 
meaning but stupid inquiries of Roberts, Mrs. Roberts, Dr. 
Lawton, ani the others, which are spoken through the grating 
of the elevator shaft. Then Campbell arrives and inquires 
wh~ they do not try running it do\vn since it will not go 
up. 
~very sentence in The Garroters is important, from 
_,_ -~ .......... . ~ .... .. , ... ,. a! a.-1,...,. J 
the time when Roberts arrives in his drawing room worn 
out after his supposed encounter with a robber on the 
Connnon, to be met with a torrent of sympathy and admira-
tion from his wife for his courage in re-capturing his 
property. The sickening moment when he realizes that 
his watch has never left his dressing table and the dishe-
velled Mr. Bemis bas been his victim, is matched only by 
the futile effort of Roberts, at Campbell's suggestion, 
to carry the rna tter off as a joke. 
To this group Howells added Mrs. Amy Somers, a young 
\vi dow, the heroine of Five 0' Clock Tee:,· 1889, and of 
~ Mouse T_raP.,, 1889. She is more clever than Agnes 
Roberts, yet just as feminine, and Howells never con-
f-uses their dramatic functions. The sophisticated skir- . 
mish between Campbell and Amy Somers which takes place 
in the intervals of a tea party is masterly in its 
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revelation of deeper feeling b eneath. 
The perfection of Howells' art in the farce came with 
A L~t~~ ?.f. ~~r~.9-Ect~~~ 1892, and in tre comedy · with 
The U:nexpe~<?_t~.Q G-q_~ . ~-~-f!, 1893. In the first, Edward Roberts, 
longing to be rid of a traveling Englishman, has given 
him a letter of introduction to his uncle in New York, 
and has vv:ritten to his nncle privately, telling him his 
opinion of tbe vis it or • He asks the Englishman to mail 
the latter epistle and rettu-'ns .to his writing, to be in-
terrupted by Mr s. Roberts' flow of sympathy for his 
wasted time and by the visits of Willis and Amy Crunpbell. 
Of course, Willis suggests that Roberts has misplaced the 
letters in their respective envelopes, and when the English-
man returns with an inquiry as to a possible mistake, the 
conversation in Which they all try .to placate him before 
he mildly reveals his envelope with nothing in it, is 
delightful. 
In The Unexpe~~e~ ~~~-~~~' Mrs. Campbell entertaining 
at a formal dinner is confronted by the arrival of two 
guests who she thought had declined her invitation. Her 
attempts to hide the situation, her guests' gradual 
reaJ.ization of the truth, conE to a climax. when the voice 
of the man telephoning to order a dozen more quails is 
heard by all. Here Howells passes out of the comedy of 
farce into the comedy of nanners. 
12 
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We meet these same ch~racters again in !!~~~~ ~~' 
A ~asterEi~<?-~ o.f_ Diploma~~, and T.9:e Smoking. 2.!!!:. These 
plays ended the best period of' comedy. It co1•r e sponds 
naturally to the greatest period of' Howells in the novel, 
which began with A ~O~E}E_l~ _Ip.~-~~p,ce:, and ended with The 
World of Chance, but precisely as in his fiction, an 
-.. ... .... --~ ,._ "'---- ·-
occasional effort of his later period almost rivals his 
finest work. Bride ~~' 1893, his one serious prose 
play, belongs to the great creative moments. In various 
farces which followed Howells passed from satire of life 
to a satire on the stock figures of melodrama. 
It is by a coreideration of' his work historically as 
well as critically that i t s importance and variety become 
apparent. We have seen that he was one of' the leading 
figures in the revival of' romantic plays on the stage. 
His sense for the permanent is shown in his choice of' 
those modern improvements, many n ew in his day, of scene 
and of the mechanics of' his play. He chooses the elevator, 
the sleeping car, the phonograph, the telephone, but never 
the bicycle or any passing fad. Consequently Howells' 
dramas can be played or read today with little sense of 
being out of' date. They a r e based on eternal motives, 
love,ma.rriage, the insistence of the feminine upon the 
direction of personal affairs, the masculine carelessness 
or absent-mindedness, as in Roberts, and the masculine love 
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of teasing, as in Campbell. Dwelling upon similar 
motives so often it is surprising how little Howells re-
peats himself. He bas drawn deftly characters who determine 
the action and are living beings. 
The form af both comedies and farces reflects the 
exterior arrangement into scenes which Hov.ells learned 
from his study of French drama. · Usually his form is 
that of the one-act play. In .his earlier plays he intro-
duces his characters by delightful touches of description 
in vmich be anticipated both Barrie and Shaw. For, as 
Clyde Fitch said, the eighties and nineties were 11the 
Howells age" and even many who do not S:cknow::Ledge it 
have been affected by his unenQ.ing strug gle for . truth 
in art. 
James A. Herne 
James Herne is the leading figure in this new 
realistic movement, and a noteworthy successor to Howells, 
because in the midst of romantic, melodramatic, and old-
fashioned tragic cone eptions, which were then the delight 
c£ the American public, he turned to the everyday world, 
and drew from ordinary experiences and circumstances, the 
dramas which represented the most original strain in the 
American Drama of his day. It is true that in his plots 
he used conventional situations which almost hid the 
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sincerity of his characterization. His comedy sometimes 
bordered on the low, although his humor was alv: ays kindly 
and i t s causes the most human. 
V'lhat strikes one asmost characteristicin Mr. Herne's 
plays is the wonderful clear . sightedness, as a result of 
which, by means of ordinary details he was able to f .ind 
in the c orrmon level of daily _life, material for tragedy 
on the one hand, arrl of genial and amusing rural comedy 
on the other. Were 'his plays 'printed, even though their 
sentiments might seem strange to the ear, their melodramatic 
passions, their grip upon 1 if e its eilf, would make us t h ink 
they were writ ten in the nineties. It is not over exaggera-
tion to malre this claim for Herne, becaure these qualities 
accentuate themselves amid glaring faults of technique, 
faults tending to heighten the sincerity of certain 
scenes which are admittedly among the high places in our 
American Drama. 
His work is another illustl .. ation that the poignancy 
of our soil, of our native character, the primal s weep_ 
of our American life, is to be found betv1een great cities, 
not in them; that there is more native stamina, more destruc-
tive folk ~ssion in the small community than in the large. 
In s one respects Herne's plays are folk d1•amas of the best 
kind. The abnormally large community, ·where a mix ture 
of all nations makes the civic body, does not encourage 
such inter es,t as he showed in simple people and their 
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daily lives. 
When Mr. Herne's attention was dravm away from melo-
drama with vmich he met favor, he seemed to have sensed 
almost intuitively the modern movement in world literature. 
He becrune suddenly an insatiable reader of modern authors. 
Some would say that the infJl.uences which bore upon him at 
the t irne he wrote Ma..!_'_€;ar~t. F~~&ng and Gr~$_ Daven_Eort 
were imported fran such men as Ibsen and Tolstoy. If 
this were true the Herne dramas might well be related to 
some of the German dramas of the time, if only lVIr. Herne 
had knovm these German dramas. But his range of reading 
was limited. He saw the inward light of this realism 
whtch was pervading letters. He may be said to have been 
endowed with that luminosity of spiritual vision, which 
even at an advanced age, kept him thoroughly attuned to 
progressive movements in art and politics. He was an 
ardent supporter of the economic theories of Henry George. 
Mr. Herne was born on February 1, 1839., at Cohoes, 
l~ew York, of Irish parentage; his father, Patrick Herne, 
was a tradesman of the tovm. His education was meagre, 
circumstances making it necessary to earn his living at 
an early age. Like the average boy he had a longing to 
go to sea, and he always possessed a love of the water. 
Instead of running off to sea in a merchant-man, he 
left home to join a theatrical company in Troy, and in 
April 1859 he appeared in ~ncle ~. £~~in at the Adelphic. 
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Here he supported James B. Roberts, assruming such charac-
ters as Horatio, Cassie, and Bassanio. 
the tre a surer of the house. 
His uncle was 
That Herne was equal to any emergency may be inferred 
from the fact that one evening, when Roberts appeared as 
Richard III, Herne was cast for the three roles of Tressel, 
Oxford, and Buckingham. He was tir eless in his ambition, 
although at the time he must have been hard pressed for 
the necessary income which would Sl pply him with a theatrical 
wardrobe. FOl"' during one sunnner, he returned to a brush 
factory in the neighborhood of Cohoes, working away to 
eke out bis snall salary, at the same time keeping his 
father unaware of his true profession. 
His next engagement was at the Gaiety Theatre in 
Albany; and from there he went to the Holliday St. Theatre 
:in Bal timore 1 which was under the management of Ford. 
There he remained until 1864. 11As a matter of historic 
interest," wrote Mr. Horne, 11it may be well to mention that 
I spok e the first line ever delivered an the stage of 
Ford's Tenth Street Theatre, Washington, the theatre in 
which Abraham Lincoln was shot." In 1869 he was, for a 
period, manager af the New York Grand Opera House; and 
thereafter he toured with Susan Denning along the Pacific 
slope. Then followed several seasons as leading man 
--------- ~-·· 
Old Stock Days in the Theatre James A. Herne 
Arena September 1892 
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with Lucille Western, during which eng a gement he assumed 
such parts as Bill Sykes and Sir Francis Levinson, suc-
ceeding E. L. Davenport in the repertoire roles. Mr. 
Herne 1 s first .wi.f e was Miss Helen Western, vi.hom he mar-
ried on July 17, 1866. 
When the actor finally went to Baldwin's Theatre, 
in San Francisco, it was under t h e management of Thomas 
Maguir e. He served as stage director, and as well 
assumed a number of roles, among those some to be remem-
bered because of tbeir human value, as his Dickens 
characterizations, Daniel Peggotty a nd Captain Cuttle. 
It was vmile there that he met David Belasco. The two 
influenced each other, and profited by their differing 
abilities. The experi·enced actor in .Herne reacted upon 
the youthful impetuosity of Belasco; vfilile it was the 
latter wh o. suggested to Herne his own povters as a writer 
of plays. It was in those days that the two collaborated. 
Herne once C·Onfes sed in a lecture that the stereotyped 
drama of t1:1i s .pe r iod did not appeal to him presen ting, 
as it did, the play of plot, hero, heroine, and villain, 
of virtue triumphant, of artificial situations an d 
ending s. The danestic play, the simpl er play caught 
his fancy. 11The more direct the talk," . he confessed, 
''the more earnest l become." Here was the author of 
Shor~ ~~~~~ long before he began to wri t e. 
18 

thOl,oughly the balance between tension and quietude, 
and there is no bit of stage writing more natural, more 
cheerful, and more real than the act which · succeeded 
this violent one in Shore Acres, Uncle Nat preparing the .... ____ .. " .. 
Christmas stocking. Those fortunate enough to recollect 
the wcnderful naturalness of Mr. Herne's acting, will 
always refer to the final curtain of this play where 
Uncle Nat, left alone on the stage, _by the very flexi-
bility of his facial expression, depicted the full beauty 
of his character, as he closed up the room for the nig4t, 
put out the lamps, and lighted only by the glow from 
the fire in the stove, slowly left the room as the 
cuckoo struck twelve. Such work, of which Mr. Herne as 
an actor was capable, is close to Maeterlinck's con-
ception of v'lhat static drama should be, the drama of 
little action and immense interaction of the forces 
of destiny. 
After seeing Sh£;'~ !c_p2.!}.. in 1893, Henry George 
v.rrote; "I cann.ot too much congratulate you upon your 
success. You have done wba t you have sought to do --
made a play pure and noble, that people will come to hear. 
You have -talcen the strength that cones from the vdder 
truth ·that realism fails to see; and, in the simple 
portrayal of homely life, tcuched a universal chord. 
-;u~, -- ~ . .. ... --.- ·. - .. ~ ... .. .--.........--.J ....... . .... - · ---- -·---~·-------·-·-.... --.... . -~.- ... ... ~.-------···- ~- ... ...... -
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But these incongruities were more than overbalanced 
by Mr. Herne's inimitable handling of the comm.onplace in 
life. He was able to breathe into his dialogue those 
small playful expressions that lighten up the whole charac-
ter. At one moment serious, he never allowed himseli' 
except in the case of ~argare~ ~~~ing to subject his . 
audiences to unrelieved strain. The papers commenting 
on his co-called domestic drama, showed surprise over 
·his effective use of the commonplace. They were not ac-
customed to see on the stage the little happenings of home 
. 
life, tre glorification of those situations which abound 
in comradeship, and those quiet scenes with a baby which · 
are successful only when the actor possesses that great 
art \vhi ch alone knows how to deal vdth quiet detail. 
Hearts 2!. ~ exhibited the influence of Dickens 
in its character portrayal. Judged by the standards 
that we now have in these times of ultra realism, the 
sentiment was old-fashioned, certain speeches pointed a 
moral rather than adorned a tale. No one, however, could 
accuse Mr. Herne of being a blindly pl~judiced pleader. 
He bad an evenly balanced sense of fairness, and he looked 
on all sides of a question with compa.ssi on and sympathy. 
He took sides; a dramatist should not remain unmoved by 
the validity of his case; if he does as Galsworthy, in 
a sense did, when writing Jus.:!'.iC?.~, he suggests an emotional 
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coldness which has a chilling effect on his audience. 
When he wrote ~ Rever en~ Grlf' fl.!£ Dave112ort, he showed 
his sanity in a high degree; the story dealing with a cir-
cuit rider of the South during the storm and stress pei•iod 
of slavery and war, he could have fallen into the error 
of the average dramatist, and handled the subject by fal-
sifying historic truth and tbr>us ting forward personal 
prejudices. He did nothing of the kind; he gave us sym-
pathy far both sides -- the preacher pitted against his 
O'Vvn family, the spirit of Lincoln against the moral weak-
ness of a losing economic system, a national panorama 
amidst a domestic drama. This, one of the very greatest, 
if not the greatest, of our war plays was among the 
Herne manuscripts destroyed by fire-. 
Dr if~ Apart was regarded as one of the most 
pcmerful temp_erance sermons ever put on the stage. Yet 
_there is little of distinction in the actual script of 
the piece. Hamlin Garlaxrl spoke of it thus: "It was 
so utterly opposed to the tragedy of the legitimate. 
Here was tragedy that appalled and fascinated like the 
great fact of' living. The f'ourth act was like one of 
Millet's paintings • 11 
Mr. Herne's lines of' life were so cast that he was 
denied the advantages of the student, although he possessed 
the avid mind of' the scholar. Although he set himsel.f 
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In the spring of 1899, William Archer sa11 Gr~f~f..~~ 
Davenl?..~.E..~· What he felt then vtas described later in the 
London Tribune: ".rvrr. Herne has given his own estimate of 
his different plays. He coni'esses that although Hea.:r:ts 
~f. ,Oa..!f, in its dealing with Marblehead folk was a new 
departure since it had neither hero nor villain, it was 
crude in construction. He considered The Minute Men 
with its· Paul Revere's ride and its Battle of Lexington, 
a step nearer the truth. In Drifti~ !Eart, his story 
of Gloucester fishermen based on Ma£.x,t~~ ~i~~~r~an~~ 
~~9;, there was displayed a weak c anedy element in the 
introduction of the stage soubrette and the funny man. 
Even in !vlarg~~! ;E.~_g.:!.ng_ he evidently felt that there were 
didactic spots in the dialogue. So that by this self 
criticism of an artist, we are able, to a certain extent, 
to catch glimpses of the whole souled sincerity of the 
man who sought truth externally, simply because he saw 
clearly its spirit." 
Mr. Herne's next artistic effort was realism without 
any gloss of _ romanticism, however much it might be saturated 
with feeling. In Margare_i ": ·Flem~ one wonders what there 
is of tangible literary value in the story, although one 
undoubtedly feels its value. It proves nothing, it has . 
no direct intent; it is a segment of life painted with 
no idea of gaining art effects, but showing how close to 
25 

The piece was a financial failure, although the cri-
tics r ecognized its forcefulness and its serious simplicity 
and considered it as a high specimen of American dramatic 
art. 
rvtt>. He rne's next piece ~ ~v~.~ Griffith Daven_l?q~~ 
met with the same cold reception and left him somevvhat 
discouraged as to tm possibilities of ca!'rying the American 
public with him along the lines which meant most to him 
and which he was best fitted to follow. So he determined 
to add popular qualities to his stark realism. He, 
therefore, drew upon the stock subterfuges of the old 
school, at times becoming a little over sentimental, 
whereas one of the beauties of Margaret Fleming was the 
depth of its tragic sentiment, which overcame its flaws• 
In the later years of his life, Mr . Herne had settled 
in Boston. But it becanJe increasingly evident that greater 
opportunities for stage prodnetion were to be obtained 
in New York. He, therefore, chru1ged his residence to 
Long Island, where he satisfied his love for the sea and 
his enjoyment of home life. His interests became more 
diverse, his reading broader, his political opinions so 
pronounced that he was counselled to restrain them for 
fear of incurring tre hostility of his audiences. But 
1~. Herne did not fear consequences of this kind. To 
the day of his death, June 2, 1901, he was an ardent 
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supporter of Bryan. 
In considering Mr. Herne's works as a whole.; we come 
to the conclusion · that the basis of his work was a passion 
far truth. He saw clearly, and was inspired vdth a zeal 
f or all t hat is noble in life. He took his art seriously, 
believing it to be a social force and a civilizing factor. 
The theatre was to him a place for the betterment of man. 
He once said: "We must not cmdemn an art or an institu-
tion because a corrupt civilization has affected it. The 
province of the theatre is not to preach objectively, but 
to teach subjectively." 
He was always a defender of liberty, wre ther poll ti-
cal or artistic and he was alv1ays strong in stating his 
posj_ ti on ani formulating his be lief s • During the Henry 
George campaign, he took the stUlllp in the cause of' the 
si. ngle tax, and we find him connecting art with the civic 
l:li' e of the people, shOHing that art, whether it be the 
shaping of a statue, the writin g of a sonnet, or the grow-
ing of a prize ear of corn, has a common point of contact. 
There are two characteristic notes throughout !f.:.r~ 
Herne's play_s, his love of the beautiful in the sense that 
truth alone is beautii'ul, and his re alization of the human 
qualities which 'Underlie all nature. He was a writer of 
simple prose; his images were not involved, his characters 
were not obscured by symbolism-. His expression was direct 
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because it was written not for effect, but through a 
desire to present some idea asclearly as possible. rdr. 
Herne is little known outside of a limited number of 
people in this country, and even here we have not been 
fully aroused to what Mr. Herne means in general dramatic 
and literary development. 
Edward Harrigan 
~~. Harrigan was discovered by Howells who pro-
claimed him a dramatic realist of the highest order. 
It occurred to Harrigan to put upon the stage funny 
mixed types of New York, which he had observed all his 
life about the streets of the old town. He was a comedian 
and of course he p~cked characters and scenes that would 
make the most fun • The field with conflicts between the 
Irish, German, and the negroes of ~hat day , with an 
occasional infusion of "dago"character, as New York grew 
to be an Italian ci~y, was inexhaustibly rich, and Harrigan 
made the most of it. The thing which distinguished 
Harrigan's pieces from the rough and tumble fun of the 
old variety shows was that his stage types were true to 
life. People who knew New York life in its mean streets, 
on the docks, and in the saloons,recognized not merely 
humor, but the lifelikeness of the pictures, so that by 
the eighties, when the Mulligan Guards series came along, 
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Harrigan and Hart were a distinctive feature of the 
theatrical life of the town. 
For a decade during Which the actfir part~ers removed 
to several n~v stage homes with the general up town trend, 
their stage attracted the plaudits of both t he critical 
and unthinking fun-seekers, more fully, probably, than 
any other in New York~ 
Beginning with the Mullig an Guards, Harrigan's 
best kno\vn plays concerned various episodes in the career 
or the Mulligan family. Familiar other titles are: 
~_9-eli~~ Asp_1:.r~ti~.!!' McSorley's Inf1_a~~io~ , and 
Squatter Sover~igntz • . They erystalized metropolitan 
life and showed vivid cartoons of New York in transition 
which \rlll prove invaluable to the future social historian. 
Edward Harrigan was born in New York City, October · 
26, 1845. His family c sme to Canada in the · eighteenth 
century and Cape Harrigan, on the northern coast of 
Labrador, was named for an ancestor of the playwright • 
William Harrigan, his father, a native of Newfoundland, 
was a sea captain and shipbuilder. 
His connection with the theatre began about 1867e 
He had run away from home after his father's second mar-
riage and had reached San Francisco. There he remained 
playing in ccmedies, melodramas, and farces, mainly at 
the Bella Union Theatre. Later i n pa rtnership with Sam 
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Rickey, a comedian, he travclled East, playing in Chicago 
and then m New York, in November 18'70, where the part-
ners produced a sketch entitled A L!~~!£ EEaud. But 
his real success came 'nth his union with Anthony Cameron, 
whose stage name was Tony Hart. They went on several 
road tours and f:inally settled in New York in 1872 at 
the Theatre Comique. In 18'76 they became managers o:f 1 t, 
and made the house one of the best known in New York City. 
Some of their most successful plays were produced there. 
They moved :from one theatre to another as the result of 
various accidents to the houses, and continued together 
successfully up to 1891. Then the partners separated, 
and Harrigan built a new theatre, the Garrick. Here he 
continued to act especially in his own characters until 
October 6, 1908. 
Harrigan t s plays grew cntt of vaudeville sketches in 
which he as a male character and Hart as a female, im-
personated the types of city life which delighted audiences 
vdth their humor and fidelity to life. This variety of 
treatment in his plays is indicated by the titles, which 
include politics, baseball, life insurance, the army, the 
militia~ and deal with the Negro, the Irish, the German, 
the Italian, and other immigrant types. In their first 
stages, these sketches returned to a primary conception 
of the French vaudeville; a popular song composed and sung 
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by the Provencal troubadours to ridicule some well knov1.n 
personage. 
The development i'rorn this song to the articulated 
play is a significant one for the history of the theatre 
in America. The song led to the duet, the duet to the 
dialogue. In 1872 Harr igan and Hart were engaged to give 
their song and dialogues as part of a variety show. The 
programs of the Theatre Comique show how gradually the 
share of Harrigan and Hart entert ainment grew from one 
nmnber to several, and how even before they assumed the 
management of the theatre in 1876 a short play of from 
one to seven scenes like ~ B~~~- ~ ~~~ ~a~, a Civil 
War sketch, and Down Broadw~, a local burlesque, wan 




Harrigan's success was not canfined to t his 
One of his s ketches appeared in a progr am in 
Of him, Mr. Hov.ells writes: "Mr. Harrigan's contri-
bution to drama is the work of a man in whom the instincts 
of the author combat the theatre's traditions, and the 
actor's experience censures the author's literary vanity. 
He acctn~ately realizes in his scenes what he realizes in 
his person; that is the actual life of this city. He 
cannot give it all; he can only give phases of it; and he 
has preferred to give its Irish American phases in their 
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rich and amusing variety, and some of its Af'rican and 
Teutonic phases. It is what we call low life, though 
whe ther it is essentially lower than fashionable life is 
another question. But vhat it is, it is; and it remains 
for others, if they can, to present . other sides of our 
manifold life with equal perfection; Mr. Harrigan leaves 
a vast part of the vast field open. In his O\vn province 
he cannot be sur pas sed. ll~e art that sets before us 
all sorts ani corrli tions of New York Irishmen, fr'om labor-
ers in the street to the most powerful of ward politicians 
and genteelest of ladie s of that interesting race, is the 
art of Goldoni a joyous yet conscientious art of the 
true dramatist in all times who lives the life he observes. 11 
Theatre critics were aware of Harrigan's value at 
the time. Harrigan was an eager student of the life of 
the eighties. He frequented all the places vmere the 
lower life of the city was to be found. After the theatre 
he dropped in at the various political clubs, white and 
colored. It was in a Bowery restaurant that · he found 
his colored chaplain of the Skidmore Guards waiting on 
table; in a butcher shop he found the model for Lochmuller 
of the M:ulli@n series. He was very · in sis tent in realism 
of costmne, and spent an i nf inite ruftount of time in cos-
turning his plays. "I consider," he once said, "that 
-------~-~··---·-----~·-·--· ··- -· .. ·-·~ ·-- - ----
Dramatic Mirror -- Article by Howells -- 1896 
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staging and management are half the battle. u To his 
mother 1 who was a Southerner, be was indebted for his 
knowledge of real Negro dialect. The Southern scenes 
in Pete, the young Florida negress, the aldermanic c ouple 
from New York, the white trash, the circuit rider, and 
the "gen tlema.n of the old school," were painted by him 
with the sitter before his eye. He never relied on 
hearsay. 
The plots of Harrigan's plays were loosely hung 
together, or else old fashioned in their melodrama. The 
plays are not stirring to read, but the eye imagines the 
possibilities of the scenes on the stagee Squatte~ 
Sovereig~~ the papers hailed as a triumph for our only 
distinctive drama. Never was Tony Hart funnier than the 
Widow Nolan wearing clothes such as only Ireland could 
produce. Comedy was uppermost• The Irishman was not 
presented surrounded with the tragic poetry of his own 
t radi t ion, but . as he was reacted upon by New York and 
11ward 11poli tics • 
The art was typically expressionistic in the hands 
of the actors, not in the written play. The manuscript 
was created afresh nightly by the players who made 
mountains out of molehills, and people of all classes 
flocked into the Harrigan theatres, which were institutions 
rather than play houses. 
mouth. 
Harrigan songs were in every 
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It is almost useless to a. ttempt to explain the 
Ha.rrig an method. The material con sis ted of studies of 
large town feuds and sociability in unfrequented quarters. 
Fourteenth Street still has a suggestion of the life, 
and t he melodrama of Owen Davis and T'neodore Kremer made 
use of it. The dialogue is difficult to quote, just as 
Weber and Field's fun is difficult to suggest, and the 
jokes were characteristic of vivid character when acted. 
In a judge's office, the Negroes and the Irish crowd are 
fighting · among themselves far chairs. Esau, the parson, 
exhorts his people: 11Get up, Ladies and Gentlemen, de 
parlor's no different from a horse car wid dese people. 11 
Angie, the girl of all work, complains, 11 I 1m a femme 
de chambre. I sweep tapestry, dust velvet, and polish 
de ivories of de piano. I scrub n:Uffin • 11 On Ble eker 
Street, so Esau complains, Italians are imminent. 
"Yes, Ma'am," he says, "it's razor against stiletto," and 
he fUJ::"ther comments, "De walking delegates of de Connnittee 
of Shooting St&~s report two thousand Italian: bootblack 
stands and thirty-three Stars from de Battery to Union 
Square." Esau says to t ba Lodge, "Buddies, I hope dat 
you'll be a little lenient wid de candidate, as de last 
sister dat took dis degree am now in Bellevue wrapped up 
in rubber blankets. 11 All these are from The Last of the 
---·- --" -- ~-.-_,_, __ ___ _ 
The Last of the Hogans -- Edward Ha.I•rigan 
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~~· The humor is well suited to t..h.e characters; the 
roo_gh and tunmle of action somehow evolves an atmosphere 
redolent with life. 
Perhaps the best tribute to their realism is that 
these plays still live in the memory of thas e who saw 
them. 11 Shall we ever forget the mule in Harrigan t s 
Pete?" asked one newspaper. 
-
"It came on in the third 
act, bearing a white Baptist minister who happened on a 
colored Baptist camp meeting by an old Florida mill, just 
in time to marry a couple who w~re wild for a paT•son." 
There can be no study of ward politics in the city of New 
York with out some faniliarity with Harrigan's multicolored 
plays. He could write of the glori es of Shanty Town, 
he revelled in the s mall humors of contrasted types in the 
barber shop, the saloon, or "on the street, 11 and "on 
our stoop. 11 The ironies of journalism were his special 
delight and be could make the most of those simple 
happenings which gave the very substance of a city life, 
now almost 'Ullknown to the average theatre goer. 
Insistently as Harrigan dwelt upon such aspects and 
insistently as he was hailed by audiences who kept his 
plays on long runs and return engagements, h is method did 
not take deep root, and created no "school." But now that 
the system of politics with which Harrigan was familiar has 
changed, there is an _historical value to his dramas which 
cannot be discounted. 
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Augustus Thomas 
During the early struggles of Harrigan and Herne, 
the1"e was growing up in St. Louis, Missouri, a playwright 
·who stands moPe definitely than either of tbem for the 
drama of Amex•ican li f e. It was fl"om the M:tddle West that 
he came but his broader interests made him at home in 
Alabama, Arizona, New York, and Washington. There can 
be no one play in ·which all the many facets of .our national 
life may be reflected, but in his work there is the nearest 
approach to it. Thomas' autobiography reveals an American 
whose roots are deep in the soil, whose experiences have 
been native, and who c~bines a p:r:oper sense of patriotism 
wi tl1. a broad toleration of all the elements of our national 
life. He bas been a student of the best of the foreign 
drama, but he has imitated none of it, and his work has 
been singularly free from mannerisms or roo thods. He has 
simply depicted certain forms of native life, certain 
phases .of modern American thought, with a sympathy and 
an art that have won him wide recognition. 
· Augustus Thomas was born in St. Louis, January 8 1 
1857. At the age of eleven, he became a page in the 
Missouri House of Representatives, and in 1870 went to 
Yfa.shington in a similar capacity. He was a. k een, observant 
boy, and the regular education which circumstances inter-
rupted was well replaced by a broadening intercourse with 
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men a nd affairs. In the fall of 1871 he was once more 
in St. Louis at high school, and at the age of fourteen 
he began his seven years experienc e in the business of 
tran s portation with the St. Louis Transfer Company. 
His first full length play Alone was written for the 
l!iarion Place Dramatic Club of St. Louis. He wa s being 
trained as an actor, too, with this club which was almost 
semi professional. He became juvenile lead in the com-
pany of John W. No1 .. ton and he saw the greatest actors of 
the day, Booth, Barrett, Fechler, and McCullough. He 
gave up an opportnnity to study painting . in Paris, for 
family reasons, and he turned to the study of law. But 
the attraction of the theatre was too strong and he joined 
the McCullough Club, an amateur or§anization of St. Louis, 
of which he soon became stage manager and leading man. 
The story of ~-i.:t.~fl..~.s. B"':ll' &l_~ in St. Nicholas 
attracted the attention of Thornas and he dramatized it for 
the club. Later it became his first play to be perform~d 
professionally. He organized a dramatic club and went 
on a professional tour of the West and South. In 1885 
he joined the staff of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. At 
this time be wrote A Man of the Y!C!.:r;>.~_q, a one-act play 
afterward produced in New York. The dialogue is ref'resh-
ingly real; and very convincing is the vYay in which 
Captain Bradley saves a young woman f'rom V'l!'ecldng her 
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happiness by the application of common sense to the solution 
of the eternal problem of readjustment to the conditions 
of early married life. 
He came East in !888 to aet as manager for Julia Marlowe, 
but remained only a short time and returned to St. Louis 
as an advance agent for a mindreader, Washington Irving 
Bishop. Some experiences gained in this position led to 
the writing of The Witehins Hour. 
The first play to establish his reputation was 
Ala~~~- written first as a one-act play 1 but realizing 
the strength of the characters,Thomas developed a series 
of situations which have as their central motive the reunited 
country. The play was an immediate success and enabled 
Thomas to devote all his time to his ovm writing. 
Alabama won critical and public approval through its 
directness and its human quality. Every sentence is 
brief but telling,and there · is a sense of form which never 
approaches fine writing but is definitely kept dovm to the 
proper level. It was said that this play did more to 
reconcile the two sections of the country than newspaper 
editorials had done in twenty years. 
Thomas returned to the play or locality with 
In Mizzoura. Here he was at home and the characters are 
real. He was always interested in the relations of capital 
and labor and in their effect on politics. In I894 the 
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time seemed ripe for a dramatic treatment of the trusts, 
and he built up a play around a manufacturing company. 
When the play opened in Chicago on July 26, 1894 1 the strike 
of tbe Pullman operatives bad begun. President Cleveland 
had :interfered to keep the u. s. Mail going, and the company 
rolled into Chicago between lines of burning freight cars. 
N~! _?l_ood was a soo cess in Chicago, but failed in New 
York. Thomas believed the failure was due to a surfeit 
of labor themes in the daily papers; Charles Frohman at-
tributed it to the fact tl~at the play was definitely a 
document on the . side of labor, to which a New York 
audience would not respond. 
Thomas' next play, T~~ f.~~-t-~1, is a masterly study 
of politics at WaShington, and the financial ffiLd religious 
influences that are brought to bear upon them. He was 
dealing with forces that are real and powerful and his 
knowledge of politics enabled him to portray the more 
subtle methods of cmt rol over legislation wbi ch in 1894 
had not been revealed in drama. The most dif fi cu1 t 
theme in the play is the treatment of the Church. In 
order tm t his picture should be correct, the playwright 
submitted ~· cap~to1 to a pre1ate in Washington, and, 
indeed, no member of that Church should feel disturbed 
by the characterization of Father Kennard or Wetmore 
Boyd. Father Kennard is one of the few stage clergyman 
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who seem real, and Wetmore Boyd is a representative of 
the cultivated Catholic wh o in this country seldom appear s 
in general literature • 
At this period Thomas felt that he h!rl -written himself' 
out. During t :00 next two years he was marking time 1 
rewriting earlier plays or dramatizing tbe published 
wor k of others, and it was not until he had refreshed 
himself with visits to new fields that he returned to 
sig nificant original work. 
In March 1897, Thomas went to Arizona to collect 
material for a new play. How clo.se was his observation, 
and how stimulating, a r e revealed both in his autobio-
graphy and in the play itself. For ~~.z.o!?:~ is reality. 
The West is painted in primary colors, but with no 
exaggeration. 
Several comedies followed: on. . t h e Q~~ t_ , ~~- ~~1 
of g_aw~_"':lck~ t, ~~- Oth€!1: Gir_J~, Mrs ! .~ef~ingw~~~'L~-~- ~()~C2_1?_~ , 
Sold_i~ers .o:f.. !i:~r:tup..!:, , ~ ~~~-~?-tion of ~ ~1. and 
The ~~~ Ball. 
In 1890 Mr. Thomas had written a one-act play called 
A C~~£~!itut io!}.~l Rs>-~· It was not acted until sixteen 
year s later, and Thomas was encouraged to build on it a 
four-act play, ! he !!.~-~ing H9.~~ · The fiJ."st sketch 
dealt with telepathy. An elderly judge had in his 
youth been fond of a gtrl who liked the odor of mignonette. 
Her daughter comes to the judg e to plead with him to save 
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her boy who has been found guilty of murder. She hands 
him a..n. old letter, written by him to her mother, who 
had kept it among her papers. The odor seems to the 
judge a s~abol of the departed girl and he believes he 
has been in communion with her spirit. To this was 
added the theme of hypnotism and the responsibility .a 
person assumes who influences the mind of another. Clay 
Vlhipple has a great fear of a eat's eye and accidental-
ly kills a man who annoys him with a pin containing 
such a stone, the action happening at the grunbling 
house of Jack Brookfield, who has loved and lost Clay's 
mother because of his occupation. Clay's trial has been 
appealed because admission was restricted to those favored 
by the district attorney, Hardmuth, Clay's disappointed 
rival in love. While the jury is deliberating, Brookfield 
publishes in the newspaper the accusation that Hardmuth 
organized the plot by which a former governor was mur-
dered, in order to influencepublic opinion against 
Hardmuth and thus secure the acquittal of Clay. Hardmu.th 
attempts to shoot Brookfield but the latter hypnotizes 
him so that he drops his gun. This scene, which was 
put on in fear and trembling, proved successful on the 
stage. In the last act he establishes the main motive 
of the play through Brookfield's journey across the 
state line with Hardmuth to save the latter from the 
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consequences of the accusation. 
the reason: 
Brookfield gives Helen 
"Long before Scovill was killed I thought he de-
served killing, and I thought it could be done just as 
it was done. I never breathed a word to a living soul, 
but Hardmuth planned it exactly as I dreained it, and by 
God, a guilty thought is almost as criminal as a guilty 
deed." 
It is essentially a man's play, for the women's parts 
are of secondary interest, though ~not negligible. Its 
greatest significance lie s in its competent adaptation to 
drama of the theme of the occult, handled with discrimina-
tion, and never suffered to become too abstract. 
The success of ~ Witching ~~ and the belief that 
the public were interested in themes which savored of 
the less obvious phases of human influence and relation-
ship, prompted Thomas to the writing of The Harvest Moon. 
Its theme was the sinister effect of suggestions of evil 
which a r e planted in the mind of a young girl by her 
aunt, one of those women who are never happy unless they 
control the actions of others. Th~ Har~~-~~ ~2.2~ was an 
artistic rather than a popular success. The theme is too 
remote perhaps for general interest, and Thomas' evident 
care net to overstress the emotional relations of the 
central characters makes them less quick in their appeal. 
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His next play, !~~ I~ Think~, 1911, presents the 
idea of mental healing. In ~~ qopperhead, 1918, Thomas 
triumphed over almost insuperable difficulties i n order 
to produce t he effect he desired. He took the idea of 
a patriot serving his cause by pretending to be a sympath -
izer with the Confederacy, and thereby circumventing the 
movements of that body of Northern men who were organized 
to obstruct the United Statea: Government. The stress 
of war made the audiences more than ueually responsive 
but even when read in calmer movements, ~~ Copperhead 
stirs t he sense of national feeling. The spy is indi-
vidual, but he is also a type of the undistinguished 
American, the average man, who . in times of national peril 
shows the devotion to his country which has led him to 
give his best without display. The patriotic hero has 
always been a favorite subject for drama, but a s the 
race becomes more self conscious his role becomes more 
difficult to establish to a sophisticated audience. It 
was a difficult task also, to preserve any unity, with 
such an interval, and yet it is questionable whether the 
effect could have been secured without it. Since 
The Copperhead Thomas has not produced any very signi-
ficant plays. 
A characterization of his work as a whole, would be 
that he stands, first, for the description of definite 
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sections, and of distinct phases of American life, and 
second, for the reflection in drama of modes and problems 
of modern interest, such as the hypnotism and telepathy 
of ~ Witching ~~ the moral suggestion of T~~ ~v~~ 
Moon, and the double standard of morality in A~~ Ma~ ~i1iks. 
They are certainly the backgrounds and the motives in which 
he has been most at home, and they prove conclusively the 
native quality of his talent. 
But an analysis of Thomas' work reveals a basic in-
terest in those situations in vil1ich a hmnan being becomes 
the centre of a struggle between the intense desire for 
personal liberty and the circUmstances which obstruct that 
desire in its fulfilment. The importance of Thomas' con-
tribution lies in the American way he ha s treated the theme 
of the struggle of the individual against fate or his sur-
roundings. Liberty is desirable, but in the European 
dr~ua of revolt, it is so desir able that everything else, 
from the family to the stat e must go do\vn before it. 
In Thomas' plays, as in the vast majority of American 
lives, the individual's liberty is precious, but the con-
flict for its preservation is constructive, not merely 
destructive. 
From the artistic point of view, Thomas' plays are 
decidedly uneven in meri~, and ye t his construction and 
dialogue are not different so much in kind as in degree 
of excellence. The plays in which the themes ar e largest, 
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and the motives most significant, are constructed with the 
f inest skill and are provided with well rounded ch aracters 
who spe~~ t hat clear, straight forward language which is 
so economical of the hearer's attention. V'Jhen Thomas be-
came too abstract or dealt with a theme almost too subtle 
for t he theatre, as in The Harvest Moon, the brilliant 
dialogue could not save the play. ~fuen he descended to 
trivialities of plot or situation as in Spe.~ Sf_ th~ ~' 
or labored in developing a theme not really interesting , 
as in Nemesis, the charm is of course not there. But in 
his best period, from Arizo_~a to The C<?J?J>~~rlf~.a<! , he was 
the pla~vright to whom America turned with confidence for 
the drama that clothed significant ideas with povfer and 
restraint, and the comedy that delighted through kindly 
and adroit revelation of human werucness, and for that 
twenty years it did not turn in vain. 
Clyde Fitch 
Clyde Fitch was strongly under the personality of 
Charles Frolnaan, a man of tremendous influence, who in-
terpreted the t heatre in his own way and this interpreta-
tion became at once the standard and limitation of all 
American theatrical managers of all time. 
In a period when the American Drama was at a low 
ebb, Charles and Daniel Frohman occupied connnanding 
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positions. In their enthusiasm for the English play of 
the period, they unconsciously helped to keep American 
Drama at its low point. The quality of the acting they 
fostered was good, but of the old time stock variety. 
But they believed in the star system, which in the case 
of Clyde Fitch served to limit his invention and· to direct 
his construction. Frohman's policy was to give the public 
what they wanted since that was what they would buy, and 
what they wanted was plays with dramatic situations, in-
trigue, and sex conflict. Therefore there was a pattern 
to follow, and when it was outworn, he would seek a new 
one. He was conservative and so the theatre he directed 
had to be conservative. He was in control of the market 
and so was in a position to impose his limitations on 
others, since an author always seek s production. 
There is no denying that Fitch himself had limita-
tions as a playwright, but Frohman also was one of the 
forces that kept his dramas representative of his time. 
Clyde Fitch was born at Elmira, New Yor~, May 2, 1865, 
the son of a New England father and a Southern mother. 
From the one he inherited a love of beauty in scenic 
effects, from t he other a New England sense of ethical 
values. His dra.n1atic tendency became apparent even in 
his boyhood, when, at school in Schenectady, he organized 
and directed groups of children in productions of various 
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kinds. Early in his career he showed a marked i ndepen-
dence of public opinion. At Amherst College his clothes 
were a popular topic of conversation, but he won a place 
as one of the dl~amatic leaders at the college. He not 
only acted, but he directed, painted scenery, and designed 
costumes. His ability in composition was proved by 
v~iting an entire act for a college burlesque opera in an 
afternoon. 
He . went to New York in 1886 to obtain a positio~. 
He made a living by tutoring , reading, and by occasional 
short stories, and he haunted the theatres. His first 
European visit came in 1888 and it made a deep impression 
on his instinctive love for the beautiful • 
. l.n 1889 Richard Mansfield selected Beau Brunnnel as 
a fit character around whom to write a play, and Fitch 
was suggested as the author. The character and the 
setting appealed strongly to him and he began work at 
once. The task became very difficult and for a time 
the project was abandoned, but on May 17, 1890, Beau _ 
Brummel was presen~ed and made a profound impression 
upon the critics. It is essentially a play built upon 
a striking personality,· whose wit and polish made him 
11 good theatre," while at just the right moment Fitch 
lets the essentially heroic char acter of his creation 
shine through the mask of his personality and dominate 
the situation. Among the talents of Fitch , the three 
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most prominent -- the abili t y to visualize any place or 
period in ~erms of its social values, the power to incar-
nate virtues or vices in characters who are essentially 
dramatic, and the gift of writing clever dialugue -- all 
these are a pparent in his first stage success. 
His one-act plays, ~~e~k ~em~_tr~ and!?.~~~-'~. 
~inish were produced in Boston in 1890. The first was 
written in Paris and offers a charming character study, 
in which Fitch displays the ability to portray a man who 
is establishing his purpose by indirect means. 
A ~II~!l.epp._ !~I~~t.~g was his first full length play of 
modern social life. It is a study of the vain and selfish 
woman who leaves her husband at the moment of his finan-
cial ruin, and returning bvelve years later is refused 
admission to her daughter's wedding. The artificial 
nature of the dialogue in certain places cannot conceal 
the cleverness of the playv~ight who covers the thin plot 
and conventional situations by a mantle of interest • 
Then followed a period of experiment. The Harvest 
and !£ri~ Weather were successful only for a short time. 
More fortunate was His Grace de Grammont, a comedy of 
manners at the Court of Charles II, in which Otis Skinner 
played. The play depended more on the stage pictures 
than upon any reality in its depiction of character. 
Mistress Bettr, another romantic comedy of manners 
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was written for Modjeska. The characterization of the 
eighteenth century patrician is well done. The situa-
tiona ar e built up cleverly, and the conversation is br ight. 
Val"ious plays followed in such rapid succession that 
it would not be possible to list them. In 1900 The 
Climbers was produced. It was a social comedy depicting 
char acter and backgr oU11d realistically, and usually des-
cribed as a satir e upon New York society. The theme of 
the pl ay is perverted aspiration for social standing, for 
money, even for happiness that is beyond the reach of the 
human being striving for it. The play is a masterly por-
traya l of human strength and human wea1mess. The strong 
char acters are strong just in those qualities of courage, 
decision and unselfishness wh ich kindle admiration, and 
the weak ones are tainted by a failing which dir ected into 
a proper channel, might become legitimate ambition. They 
are consequently never uninteresting to the audience, for 
their motives are always comprehensible. 
~~ ~~~th, 1906, grew up from the conception of the 
central character, Becky Warder, a natural li-ar. She is 
marvelously dravm. Her deceit seems instinctive rather 
than deliberate, and Fitch shows how the ordinary prevarica-
tion of social and .business intercourse have built up for 
her a mould of insinceri t y into which later her serious 
purposes rilll. Never before had Fitch created such vivid 
pictures of real people, never had he pnrtrayed with such 
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apparent simplicity the complicated motives of human con-
duct. It is comedy for it is based upon human weakness, 
but it is high comedy. The smoothness of action, the 
clarity and directness of the play, misled the critics in 
this country who saw little of its greatness when it 
opened in New York in 1907. It was withdrawn after 
thirty-four performances, but was successfully revived 
later. 
His neoct important play was ~ C,itz, which he com-
pleted on his last visit to Europe. It was not produced 
until after his death. Worn out by excessive labor and 
nervous tension, he did not rally from an operation for 
appendicitis and died i n France August 28, 1909. 
~ c~· was produced by the cast he had selected, 
and was considered one of the strongest of his plays. 
Its general theme is the influence of the city upon the 
family who come from a small town where they have been 
the leading people for generations. The central 
character, George Rand, Jr., with political ambitions 
that can be realized only provided he has a clean record, 
learns that his career is dependent upon Hannock who, 
as his father's secretary and illegitimate son, has ample 
reason to expose some questionable deals. Cicely, his 
sister, marries Hannock, a drug addict, and to force a 
separation, George exposes their relat ion of brother and 
sister. Hannock kills her and attempt s stdcide. George 
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prevents this and is thus confronted with the problem of 
allo~rlng Hannock to escape to prevent exposure and thus 
save the love of his fiancee. But he decides that the 
law must take its course and in the last act he declines 
the nomination and confesses his failing. All seems to 
be lost to him but honor, but Eleanor remains faithful 
to him. 
It would seem as though the New England conscience 
of his father's family animated Fitch in his Ja st play. 
He shows how the city brings out in a man 's nature the 
largest values that are there for good or evil. If men 
bring to the city great qualities, they may win from her 
great recognition, but if they are weaklings, they will 
inevitably fail. 
In considering the work of Clyde Fitch, we find 
twenty-two adaptations of novels and thirty-three original 
plays. ~Vhile his adaptations took comparatively little 
effort, his original work was slowly developed in his 
mind, and he came to its creation on paper with plan and 
even dialogue fully conceived. 
A classification of his work at first seems to 
indicate an extensive variety in the selection of material 
and method of treatment; England, France and the United 
States in the seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries; city life and country life; the 
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East, the Middle and the Far 'Nest, all have been treated 
with varying st..1.ccess. But as a matter of fact, with 
Clyde Fitch, neither locality nor period was the prime in-
spiration. He experimented with American history when 
the vogue of historical romance made it a popular motive; 
he ventured into unfamiliar scenes in the We st, perhaps 
unwisely; but his real inspiration came fram his study of 
men and women in their social and personal relations. 
Fitch will be finally remembered for his studies of 
human characters who are endowed with a shining virtue 
or with one absorbing vice. Practically all the characters 
in The Clinfuers are representatives of ambition. Nathan 
Hale represents patriotism; Beclcy Warder, unreliability; 
Barbara Frietchie, love in conflict vii th patriotism; 
George Rand, Jr., ambition. This emotional content of 
the leading characters gives a unity to the play which 
is in some way a measure of its merit. The vividness of 
the emotions of the central ch aracter acts and reacts upon 
the others and they are brightened rather t h an dulled by 
its glow. 
But Fitch knew that unity is only one quality of 
high art. Variety is almost as essential, and his rich 
inventive facul t y provided many delightful minor creations 
which never disturb the serenity of the star. They am-
plify or set off t h e main character for whom the play is 
written. 
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Of him the Boston Transcript wrote : 
"In Mr. Fitch's earlier days managers, actors, and 
even audiences mistrusted the ability of American play-
wr i ghts and the interest of plays of American life. 
Most of all they were suspicious of t he comedy of lunerican 
manners and incidents of the hour. It was such pieces 
that Mr. Fitch wished to write, that he wrote best, and 
he had, almost single-handed, to prove by his own skill 
and example, that they could be written interestingly, 
amusingly, even significantly; that players of reputa-
tion could venture themselves safely in them; that a 
secure public would qui ckly recognize and like them. 
The comedy of American manners was i ndeed neglected, 
frail, and struggling , when Mr. Fitch began to write . He 
has 1 eft it firm in its place on the stage, assured of 
an intelligent public, a significant, capable and pronds-
ing part of our rising dra..'lla. He died almost young; 
but with the comedy of American manners he was alr eady 
an example and incentive to a new generation." 
CONCLUSION 
The result of the realistic trend introduced into 
American Drama by these pioneers is apparent from a 
comparison of the plays produced before and after the 
movement. At the time when Howells was practising his 
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doctrine of truth in art, the theatre was flooded with 
foreign importations. A distinctly American play was 
the exception. By 1900, a little more than fifty 
percent of the plays produced in New York during a season 
were of foreign authorship, and by 1910, the percent had 
diminished to twenty-five • 
. A review of the drarna in the United States from 
1920 to 1930 presents t h e following conclusions: 
"Seventy-two of the hundred best plays of the 
decade are discussions and characterizations of American 
life .and problems. An especially interesting develop-
ment is the use of the younger generation as subject mat-
ter. Every year, at least one, and several times three, 
of the representative plays has dealt with the problem 
of the younger generation. Another trend in subject 
matter has been the use of negro life and problems. 
The negro has always had a place in the lower type of 
play and musical review. During the last decade the 
negro has been accepted by outstanding native dr~matists 
as material for the higher type of legitimate drama . 
The popularity of Ethp~()~:t:. ~-C:~.e-~ , · the recognition of 
..!,_1?; £!.!?.~~1.~~-::_;- :§.().~~<:?}1.!, the genuine interest in "£.9.:£.g_7[_ 
lead us to believe that the trend in negro subject mat-
ter is significant in opening a field which offers a 
new phase of interesting native material for our American 
-~-·-----··~·· ·-··- -· ------- -~ -·---··-·-- - ··· -----
Drama January 1930 
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Drama. The growing popularity of native life in its 
various settings as subject matter is significant in 
that it brings us closer to the "great American play". 
It is encouraging to those who believe that when this 
play is v~itten it will be composed of elements familiar 
to the American audience at large. It will be a play 
that springs naturally from our own environment. 
Judging from the dramas selected as the ten best 
plays of each year, our native playwrights have an easy 
majority, seventy percent over their foreign contempor-
aries. The native plays vary from a few of the best 
presented each year, to all of them,as in the season 
of 1924 to 1925. Most interesting of all is the fact 
that the most successful of the best plays, each year, 
wer·e native plays • 11 
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Summary 
In reviewing the worth of the contributions of 
these men , let us compare the status of the Al.nerican 
thea tre in the eighteen-seventies with its status in 
nineteen ten . J t the earlier date , it was doBinated 
largely by Augustine Daly , Albert Palmer, and Lest er 
-,.:Iallack . Its most spectacular p le.yvvr ight was Dian 
Bouci cault, whose scenes were almost alvrays laid in 
a lien lands , whose p lots \Yere a daptations from foreign 
models, ·whose only use for American topics was as 
s tag e ac cessories . The drama s of the day ~;vere melo-
drarnatic" sensational, overflowing v"Ji th sentimenta lity" 
and Yrri tten in a dialogue that is hard to reconcile \v i th 
consistency or truth. 
Br ander Itia tthews says: none great difficulty with 
the dra..ma of that lJ eriod was the r esult of the grea t so-
cial changes introduced i nto life by the democratic 
movemen t . Everybody knows that the first requisite for 
the stage is s t rong ly markecl ty_c: es that can be easily 
recogni zed . 'l'he soldier, the ,judge , the gentleman" 
the n obleman , the courtier , and the k i ng and queen , 
must all have well -defined chara c teristics which enable 
the spectator to recog nize t hem at once . Any influence 
'Hhi cl>. tends to wine out the v i s i.b l e d i stinc ti ons b e t ween 
such classes is g ood for the people ~ but bad f or the 
stage . 
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In this country it has reached such a point that out-
side of low comedy and burlesque, it is not easy to s y where 
to look for types at all. 
The truth i s that eccentricity was to take the pl a ce of 
hu:nan nature . 'l'he manager of the \tO 1 s tried to s·tretch the 
term "knerican" to mean ever ything but the native scene . 
He was afraid to s t ri ke out on new roads. The drama of the 
period was handled as a commodity, the standard par~s coming 
from abroad and fitted for home consumption . Popular op inion 
discount ed any serious treatment of American charactel' ::1-
Amer ican life. 
The transition from foreign to native t.t1emes was be-
gun by Bronson Howard. Various plays dealing with Arnerican 
life had appeared frrrn time to time but there had been no 
serious attempt to force recognition of the exis t ence of 
a n American Drama.. Mr. Howard definitely established the 
trend toward the use of details of American life since he 
used no others, and his pJ..ays wer e not adap1iions but originals. 
He reflected the conven~ional phases of contemporary society. 
In his earl ier plays his characters were caricatures who fig-
ured in conventional situations, but as he watched and profited 
by t he lessons of the deve loping art of t he drama both at 
home and abroad, his chara c t erization is more subtle and the 
chara.cters become dominating forces in the drama. 
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But h is Americanism lacke d force because it vm.s usuo.lly 
set in a foreign atmosphere. Mr. Howard adopted the 
methods of impor-ced drama with its a rtificiality, duels, 
and French indiscret i ons . There f ore his wor k cannot be 
considered a s being of the real istic school. 
In the work of Wil l i am Dean Howel l s there is little 
that is foreign either in atmosphere or form. Like 
HOII';'e r d his themes were entirely Americ an , but unli ke 
him hi s background was always native, because he was 
trying to represent familio.r chara.cters in their proper 
setting, contrasting domestic and socia l v alues. His 
charc-:.c ters are l iving beings that we al l have knovm and 
heard , who de-cermine the ac tion , who c onform to the 
doc trine of truth to li!e i n al l of art . 
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'l!fn il e Howells' dr ame.tic et!'orts found expression in 
farce comedy, his follower, Herne, a man thinking truth-
fully and st r ongly about li:t' e , began to produce plays 
with the i deal tha.t th e theatre to fulfi LL its function, 
should display life as i-c is. His work compassed a more 
homely fie ld than Howel l s ' , and more seri ous themes , 
"the shor~ and simple annals of the poor." Both truth 
and joy a re to be found in his dra..r.aas, joy from the k i nd -
liness o:t' the e.utnor 1 s conception of human che..r <, cter, 
and his righ-c att itude to life . It is hie truth and 
sympathy with life, toge ther wi th a sturdy independence , 
which finds native themes more stimulating than those 
from oversea.s, which ma.kes Mr. Herne so deeply s i gnif' i-
cant in the developtitent ot Ameri can Drama . 
Harri t;an, whil. e fol l owing Mr. Herne ' s exampl e of 
presenting humble types, limi 'ted his spJ·.~.ere t o the city 
of New York, and his cha r acters to the foreigners in its 
streets . He p ictures the Irish and tbe Germans, and out 
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o:J:' their inability to comprehend each other ' s poin'C of 
view, prov i des real c omedy. He said i n l 8dS , in a state-
ment of his dramatic principles, that he had coni"ined his 
work to the depict ion of l i!·e among t h e c ommon people 
because 11 theiT trials and troubles, hopes and fears, joys 
and sorrows a re more varied and more numerous 11 t han those 
in othe r wal ks of life. In the same artic le he added th~:.t 
whenever he portr c:.yed a t ype he was applauded, and s o he 
devoted h is art to t he development of the New York boy , the 
Irish-American, and the negro. Later he added other t ype s 
which we re not c onf ined t o New York, but exi s ted in other 
large c ities of t he United Sta tes, the Englishman, the 
Chinaman , the German , t he Ital i an, and the negro. The 
r eason he emphasized the Irish and the negro t ypes lay i n 
the fact that they are the two races who c are most for t he 
song and dance. Because Harrigan saw the dramatic qual ity 
inherent i n the f oreign r a ces tffi t coml1ose a l arge par t of 
t he populati on of the Unit ed States, his plays take on re nl 
significance as social hi s tory. 
Clyde Fitch was allied to Harrigan in tha t he chose 
New York for t he ba ckground of mos t of h is plays . He 
at;tempted nearly every form of drama , straight comedies 
as viell as farces, and also melodrama. His interest 
usually centered upon the feminine side of his play , and 
the majority of his works are variat i ons of the same 
theme . And as a final characteristic in which he shows a 
distinct departure from his predecessors , he nearly always 
wrote h i s plays with a definite actor or actress i n vi ew . 
For a time he was the dominant figure in the American 
theatre . He was known to have had t wo open ings in a 
n i ght; sou1etimes three of his plays would be running in 
New York a t once. As Harr i gan was t he dr amatist of the 
str eets of New York , Fitch was the playwright of the whole 
metropolis. 
I t remained for Augustus Thomas to combine in h is 
work all t he many phases of our national life . His r ange 
in subject matter was greater than had been that of h is 
predecessor s an d he introduced stimula ting current thought 
int o the framewor l<: of his plays . Perhaps a drama like 
Arizona , full of wholesome excitement, depicting tlle 
American qualities of readiness , humor, and manly sentiment, 
the act ion pl ay ed against a background. of the great western 
spaces, will best sum un his virtues. 
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